Fasting and Liturgical Feasting

By Nicholas Zork

This past Wednesday, February 22, marked the beginning of the most widely celebrated season in the liturgical year: Lent. This season has various historical roots: the Jewish practice of fasting for three weeks before Passover, the early Christian tradition of fasting for three weeks in preparation for baptism on Easter morning, and multiple forty-day fasts recorded in Scripture.

Adventists tend to be skeptical about the church year. We share the Reformers’ distrust of formal ritual practice. We favor a more ostensibly extemporaneous and individualistic spirituality (e.g., personal Bible study and prayer). And historical precedent doesn't hold much sway with us—especially if the precedent is found anywhere between the Fourth and Fifteenth Centuries.

But unfortunately, our wholesale rejection of the liturgical year has resulted in de facto neglect of an essential Biblical
practice: fasting. The examples of Moses (Exodus 34), Elijah (1 King 19), and Jesus (Matthew 4) should provide sufficient reason to embrace fasting. We might also consider these three significant benefits:

1. Fasting prepares us for feasting. The kingdom of God is often described as a feast or banquet (e.g., Matthew 22). Adequate preparation for a feast---whether in God's present kingdom or in the Eschaton---requires us to fast. There is no feasting without fasting; the two are relative to one another.

2. Second, fasting prepares us for participation in Jesus' radically other-centered kingdom. God's desires, expressed through the prophet Isaiah, are unmistakable:

   Is this not the fast which I choose,  
   To loosen the bonds of wickedness,  
   To undo the bands of the yoke,  
   And to let the oppressed go free,  
   And break every yoke?

   Is it not to divide your bread with the hungry,  
   And bring the homeless poor into the house;  
   When you see the naked, to cover him;  
   And not to hide yourself from your own flesh?

   Isaiah 58:6-7

   We don't fast for our own sake alone; we fast to provide for others. We're invited not to simply give something up but to give it away. In this way, fasting can prepare us for an other-centered way of being---a posture necessary for both Christ-centered worship and a life of service.

3. Fasting teaches us to use one of the most essential words in the English language: "no." In order to say "yes" to God's present and coming kingdom, we must learn to say "no" to other kingdoms. If we are to be open to the kingdom of God, we need space for it in our lives. Fasting helps us say "no" to what seems essential in order to make room for the One---Jesus Christ—who alone can supply what we and this world truly need.

As Adventists, it's not necessary to observe Lent, but we should consider ways to build fasting and preparation into the rhythm of our liturgical year. How can we hope to prepare for Christ's return and call the world to repentance without a disciplined approach to fasting and repentance in our own lives? How can we be ready for a liturgical feast each Sabbath or the eternal worship that these gatherings prefigure if we do not make space for such a feast---if there is no emptiness to remind us that we depend not on bread but on the Bread of Life?

Discuss this article on Facebook

Ecos de Adoración

Celebremos en el Exilio

Por Andrés Flores

La adoración Adventista Hispana en Norte América está experimentando una tensión práctica. Por un lado nos consideramos peregrinos y extranjeros. Este mundo "no es nuestro hogar." Por lo tanto las razones para alabar a Dios se desprenden de las realidades futuras de la segunda venida y una tierra renovada. Como peregrinos adoramos con nostalgia de las promesas venideras. Por otro lado como discípulos de Cristo tenemos razones para celebrar aquí y ahora. Nuestra pasión no es solamente el evento de la segunda venida de Cristo, sino Cristo mismo, a quiéntenemos acceso directo hoy por medio de la obra del Espíritu Santo. Los Hispanos de segunda y tercera generación en Estados Unidos aman la segunda venida por que aman a Cristo, sin embargo también desean celebrar las obras de salvación de Cristo en el mundo presente. En otras palabras desean celebrar en el exilio la presencia de Dios, Su Palabra y su poder que transforma. Celebrar en el exilio significa sanar y bendecir al mundo por el cual Cristo murió mientras aguardamos la Segunda Venida. La "gozosa esperanza" nos convertirá en la clase de adoradores que este mundo lleno de dolor necesita: Adoradores quienes día a día sirven y transforman al mundo con actos de amor y compasión. Los pastores, ancianos y líderes de adoración necesitamos planear experiencias de adoración que promuevan el gozo de la presencia restauradora de un Cristo quien pronto vendrá pero que desea transformarnos hoy mismo y transformar a nuestras comunidades con el poder del evangelio.

Worship Planning
One Plan for Easter Worship Planning

By Michelle Riley Jones

In just a few weeks, churches all over the world will celebrate Easter. For this weekend, some churches will celebrate Communion and the pastor will deliver a message on the resurrection. Other churches will have elaborate musical or drama productions, guest preachers, etc. Regardless of your church tradition around Easter, nearly all churches have one thing in common—they want to have a powerful Easter worship experience.

Not all congregations take advantage of the Easter season though. Remember that more unbelievers attend church in the Easter season than any other time of the year. For many, this may be your only opportunity to share with them the truth of salvation. Consider the opportunities this coming Easter season provides for evangelism without feeling the pressure to “pull out all the stops.” We tend to bring out the fireworks on the big day and then the next week, if any of the guests decided to come back, it’s a letdown. Approach planning for your Easter services as an evangelistic opportunity and plan accordingly. Here are some general planning principles:

- We have nothing more powerful to offer people than the Gospel.
- If we’re most concerned about our creativity, our lighting, our talent, our “relevance,” or our cleverness, we’ve missed the point. It’s not that any of those things are wrong or unimportant; they’re just not the best thing we have to offer unbelievers who come through our doors for Easter, or any other service.
- We need to make sure that we clearly explain our need for a Savior, God’s provision of His Son as the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and that He is alive! Tell it plainly, biblically, and passionately. Most people are oblivious to the fact that their greatest need is to be reconciled to God. We have the privilege of telling them.
- Pursue excellence and creativity without being enslaved to them. We don’t have to put on the greatest service in history, in our lifetime, in our denomination, or in our area. We simply need to faithfully proclaim, in an understandable and appealing way, the greatest news the world has ever heard.
- Our goal isn’t simply to impress and entertain---we want to instruct and educate. We want to be appealing, but more importantly, we want to win hearts. And creativity doesn’t have to be big, lavish, or complex. Simplicity can cause people to listen more carefully to what you’re saying. Often, less is more.
- Share information about community services and resources available to your guests. Provide your guests with overviews and contact information for the services and resources your church offers to the community. Focus on providing “tangible” hope, and not just a “presentation” of hope.

Planning for the Easter weekend is well underway at my church. We have developed a service of word and song based on meditations from Peter Storey’s book, Listening at Golgatha. Here are a few ideas you can consider for communicating the transformational message of the cross in your service:

1. Introduce a less familiar Easter hymn or new arrangements of more familiar hymns. Add strings or brass to evoke the grandeur of the resurrection. One example is:

- The Day of Resurrection (Lead On O King Eternal)
- By Robert A. Hobby. Tune, (LANCASHIRE), by Henry T. Smart
- For SATB Choral, Congregation, and Optional Brass quintet, timpani, organ, cymbal
- Here is a link for sheet music and an audio sample.

2. Paint a picture of the Easter message. Identify an artist in your congregation or community to paint a picture of the Easter message during the service. Remarkably, this can be done in very short periods of time (4--8 minutes) by one artist or a group of artists. View these YouTube clips for how some churches creatively incorporated paintings of Christ’s death and resurrection in their worship services.

- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJkgHkFwfok&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJkgHkFwfok&feature=related)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJo6P3IDjo4](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJo6P3IDjo4)
- [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9YzTV9E3yw&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M9YzTV9E3yw&feature=related)

3. Allow people to give testimonies as to how the truth of the resurrection has changed their lives.

4. Include an original Call to Worship, Litany, etc., in the service. Here is a Call to Worship that I wrote in 2011, entitled “SONRise”

Call to Worship: “SONRise”
By Michelle Riley Jones

We’ve come from our week of crosses that we have had to bear.
And this Easter morning,
we will hail our risen Christ with songs of victory and triumph!

In a world where some have lost their hope
Open our eyes to what your scriptures foretold:
That you would arise and ascend to your Father;
and that you will come again.

This morning we rise to give you worship and praise.
We rise to eagerly feast upon the Living Word.
We rise in great joy and celebration!

"The mountains and hills will lead the parade,
bursting with song. All the trees of the forest
will join the procession, exuberant with applause.
We stand as a living and lasting witness
to the glory of our God." (Isaiah 55:12-13)

I hear our Heavenly Parent saying, "SON, rise."
Let us rise to greet our risen Lord and soon-coming King!

5. Consider a weekend of services. Friday evening, commemorate the Last Supper; on Sabbath, God's plan of salvation laid at the foundation of the world, and the gift of the Sabbath; and on Sunday, the power of the Resurrection.

6. Mark Easter weekend with a significant act of service to your community. Host a dinner for the homeless and underprivileged, hold a blood drive, run a 10K for a local women's shelter, collect canned goods for a local food bank, etc., and invite your community to join with your church.

Having a powerful Easter worship service isn't about stage presentations. For "If Christ has not been raised, then our [presentation] is in vain and your faith is in vain." 1 Corinthians 15:14. Whatever God has impressed upon your heart to plan, at the end of your Easter service, you should be able to look back and think, "Jesus was glorified by what we did today, and the same power that raised Jesus from the dead is still working to transform lives today." There can really be only one plan for Easter worship planning. For, at Easter season, and at any time of the year, powerful worship services are about a person—the person of Jesus Christ.

Garden, Desert, Temple, Empire: Finding a Context for 21st-Century Worship

By Steve Yeagley

Jewish Christians living at the end of the first century A.D. faced two questions: "Where is God now?" and "Who is in control here?" While their Temple lay in ruins, the spectacle of the Roman Empire shone all around. Believers were left to relocate God's presence and to rebuild a spiritual community amidst the power and pleasures of an expanding Empire.

Western Christians at the beginning of the twenty-first century face a similar situation. Thousands of churches close their doors each year while new forms of media are continually placed in our hands and homes. Institutional decline coupled with the cultural dominance of popular media can leave worship leaders feeling marginalized and threatened.

How can the church compete with the enticements of empire? Some have retreated further into their dwindling institutional contexts, while others have embraced the tools and techniques of media culture. Consequently, Christian worship seems suspended somewhere between the Temple of Doom and the Empire of Illusion.

Could there be a third way? The Gospel of John offers some clues, as it was written to post-temple Christians trying to find their way in a pro-empire world. The bold declaration of Jesus, "Destroy this temple, and I will raise it again in three days" (Jn. 2:19), points to a project of rebuilding worship and community among early Christians.

What emerges is a picture of worship rooted in the life-giving context of creation, yet adapted to the harsh, desert-like environment beyond the bright lights of the empire. John teaches us that it is possible to remain in the world, to cope with our institutional losses and to resist cultural threats by re-imagining our religious identities in the person of Christ.

Join us at the Andrews University Music and Worship Conference (March 29-31, 2012) for a practical exploration of how we might renew Christian worship amidst the spectacle of popular culture.
Editor's note: Steve Yeagley is one of many outstanding presenters offering seminars at the Andrews University Music and Worship Conference, March 29-31, 2012. Make plans to attend and register today!

**Worship Music**

Music in the Bible

By Lilianne Doukhant

The Bible does not provide us with a treatise or a chapter on music. In order to gain insight into the Biblical view of music, we must glean information along the way, as we encounter various events in the life of Israel. Music in the Bible always accompanies an event. It is not seen as an occupation to be pursued per se—merely for the sake of art—for the sheer enjoyment of itself, but it is rather functional. As music is always an expression of a culture, we will find that the development of music in the Bible will reflect the various stages of the development of the people of Israel. ....

Editor's note: download the entire article, "Music in the Bible," by clicking here.

**Worship Evangelism**

Why Do People Come to Church?

By Dave Gemmell

In their latest research on worship, the Barna Group asked a random sample of churchgoers what they experienced at church. The highest experience, at 68%, was that they felt that they were cared for. Next, at 66%, was that attendees connected with God. Close on the heels was the experience of gaining new insight (61%). Only 26%, however, believed that their life had been changed by attending church.

What is the purpose of corporate worship and how is it best defined and measured? I'm not sure something as holy and supernatural as worship can be defined or measured. The Bible typically uses metaphors to describe great truths and the metaphor most often used for worship is journey. The typical narrative describes worshippers moving from their current location into the presence of God and then returning as transformed creatures.

Like most journeys the road can be treacherous and difficult to navigate without some kind of guidance. I believe that it is the responsibility of pastors and worship leaders serve as guides on the journey of worship. With advance planning, prayer, and execution, every worship service can be designed to guide attendees from their community into the throne room of God and then return to their sphere of influence as transformed creatures.

As on any journey there are many methods of transport. Unfortunately in corporate worship we typically only rely on a few—preaching, music, and prayer. While these may be tried and true there are dozens of other powerful tools for worship. If we as pastors and worship teams would add elements such as scripture reading, silent meditation, drama, collections, recitation of mission and beliefs, communion, visual arts, testimonies and tactile experiences we might discover that more of our worshippers will have a successful journey.

Of course this all takes advance planning. In order invigorate worship teams pastors should have the theme and main point of their sermon message ready to go weeks in advance of the service. Pastors who use a sermonic calendar are able to plan months in advance. This allows the worship planners time to develop a well thought out and executed road map for worship.

Yet pastors and worship leaders are only guides on the journey. The attendees themselves must walk the journey—there are no vicarious worship experiences! We need to coach, guide, and instruct our parishioners in the personal journeys they make during the week in preparation for the corporate journey. And we must teach our congregants how they can take their transformational experience back into their worlds.

Why do people go to church? For many reasons, some of which may be appropriate and others that may be totally
unrealistic. It is my vision that at the top of the list of expectations is experiencing a corporate journey into the presence of God, and returning to transform their communities.

Discuss this article on Facebook

Worship Conferences

Andrews University Music & Worship Conference

The ninth annual Andrews University Music & Worship Conference is coming up next month, March 29-31, 2012. You are invited to join the worship leaders, church musicians, pastors, and others who’ve already registered for this year’s exciting event.

Don't miss the opportunity to learn from our outstanding presenters. General session speakers include Richard Davidson, J. N. Andrews Professor of Old Testament Interpretation at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary; John Witvliet, Director of the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship and Professor of Music & Worship at Calvin College; and Pastor Michael Kelly, Senior Pastor of the Mt. Rubidoux Seventh-day Adventist Church. A complete list of presenters and workshops are available at our new web site: www.cye.org/mwc

Add your voice to our gathering as we worship God together and discuss how our worship ministries can be Biblically-rooted, Christ-centered, and effective in a changing world.

For registration and more information, visit www.cye.org/mwc or email us at worshipconference@andrews.edu.

Worship Gatherings

The ONE Project

By Japhet De Oliveira

Jesus. All. are the resounding words from the recent One project gathering in Seattle. Over 700 followers of Jesus gathered from Australia, Brazil, Canada, Europe and the USA to simply pause in life and reflect on Jesus in our history, present and future. It's really hard to capture the beauty of the experience or even articulate the breadth and depth of the presentations, discussions and worship.

The strength of the One project is that people found a much needed space to reflect on Jesus in their lives and faith community. They had a chance to network at a reasonable pace; to challenge their thinking and wrestle with their theology; and to affirm their beliefs and consider their implications.

You can't follow Jesus without any consequences...is the phrase that echoes from Alex Bryan. To that end we are working on Chicago.

100% Jesus. 100% Gospels. The February 11-12, 2013 One project gathering in Chicago will draw exclusively from the biblical biographies of Jesus—Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Together we will explore prayers and parables, sufferings and celebrations, conversations, miraculous acts, words of challenge, and words of hope. Bring your Bible, and be prepared to engage in rich conversations about Jesus Christ, who is, the ONE.

For more information visit our website www.the1project.org or contact us info@the1project.org.

Publishing Information
Music in the Bible

Lilianne Doukhan
Professor of Music, Andrews University

The Bible does not provide us with a treatise or a chapter on music. In order to gain insight into the biblical view of music, we must glean information along the way, as we encounter various events and happenings in the life of Israel. Music in the Bible always accompanies an event. It is not seen as an occupation to be pursued per se—art for the sake of art—for the sheer enjoyment of itself, but it is rather functional. As music is always an expression of a culture, we will find that the development of music in the Bible will reflect the various stages of the development of the people of Israel.

Music for Man

Music played a prominent part in the life of the Israelites and accompanied them in manifold venues. As early as Genesis 4:21, we find out that the father of musical instruments was Jubal, the son of Lamech, seven generations after Adam. He invented the lyre (kinnor) and the flute (shofar). Already the name of Jubal (yuval = ram's horn) carries in itself a reference to one of the most prominent instruments in Israel, namely, the shofar (ram's horn). Jubal had a brother, Tubal-Cain, who is known to us as the one who manufactured tools out of bronze and iron. It has been generally assumed that he probably also tried his hand at the first brass instruments, such as the trumpeter. As we pursue the reading of the book of Genesis, chapter 31:27 relates the story of Jacob's flight from Laban, and introduces an additional instrument, the tambourine (tsof). At the same time, the first tered so far (with the exception of the trumpet) were typical of a nomadic context. They were small and portable, and made out of materials easily found in the geographical and economic settings of nomadism: reeds, animal skins, wood, tortoise shells, etc. They were either played as solo instruments or used to accompany singing.

During the patriarchal period, musical instruments were also an important means of communication. Exclamations or acclamations were used to signal or celebrate, e.g., the discovery of a well (Num 21:17-18), or to mark allegiance to a tribe, chief, or banner (Exod 17:15; Judg 7:18). Later in the history of Israel, during their sojourn in the wilderness, signals by the long silver trumpets (hasosserah) made from the precious metal brought from Egypt (Exod 12:35, 36) and manufactured according to God's instructions (Num 10:2), will communicate the various camp activities, such as gathering, setting out, assembly, war, and
feasts and celebrations (Num 10:3-10). As a perpetual law, only the priests were allowed to play the trumpets (Num 10:8). In a similar manner, the use of the ram's horn was also limited to specific roles, such as signaling war or cultic events. The *shofar* occupies a special place among the instruments of Israel. Surrounded with religious and spiritual symbolism, the history of its use is traced back by tradition to the sacrifice of Isaac. The first reference made by the Scriptures (Exod 19:19) connects the *shofar* with the event of the giving of the Law at Mount Sinai. Both kinds of trumpets (*shofar* and *hassitserah*) would become for the prophets, as well as the New Testament church, symbols of the Day of the Lord (Isa 58:1; Jer 4:5; Ezek 33:3-4; Hos 5:8; Joel 2:1; Amos 2:2; Zech 9:14; see also Rev 8 & 9; 1 Cor 15:52) and were often associated with the voice of the Lord Himself (1 Thess 4:16; Rev 1:10).

Beyond signals and acclamations, the Bible also mentions songs of triumph (Exod 15:21) or vengeance and lamentation (Gen 4:23-24), to accompany warfare and victory. The book of Numbers (21:14) even makes reference to a collection of epic songs, the “Book of the Wars of the Lord” that recounts the victories of the Lord over Israel’s enemies.

Welcoming heroes was celebrated by singing, playing the tambourine, and dancing. Repeatedly, we encounter scenes in the Bible where a group of women or young girls acknowledge victory or victors in this way: Miriam and the Israelite women after the crossing of the Red Sea (Exod 15); Jephthah’s daughter welcoming her father after his victory over the Philistines (Judg 11:34); the young women celebrating David’s victory over Goliath (1 Sam 18:6), etc.

Music-making in the Bible is also associated with healing and inspiration. David played the harp before Saul to soothe his agitated spirit (1 Sam 16:23) and the prophet Elisha asked to play before him to bring about inspiration (2 Kgs 3:15). During the time of the *nevi'im* (tenth century B.C.E.), we see bands of prophets roaming through the country playing instruments, singing, dancing, and prophesying (1 Sam 10:5).

As in all ancient cultures, music also played an important role in everyday work. Several passages mention how music-making accompanied the work of the harvesters (Isa 16:10, etc.). Instrumental music and song were also an integral part of those festivities often denounced by the prophets (Isa 5:12; Amos 5:23; 6:5).

Music was given by God Himself to fulfill an educational purpose. In Deut 31:19-22, the Lord gives Moses the command to write down a song and teach it to the children of Israel, for the explicit purpose of Israel’s remembering through that song what God had done for them. This is a very good illustration of the use of singing for the purpose of memorizing and recollecting, a practice still in use today in Jewish schools and yeshivas. It illustrates an awareness of the power of music to intensify an experience and drive it deep into the heart. This event also indicates that, in the mind of the biblical writer, God Himself is at the origins of music and the use of music. But we also learn that He bestows the task of transmitting this gift to individuals who are able to put it to good use. God instructs Moses to write this down. And indeed, to this day, Moses is considered in Muslim tradition as the patron of the flute players, an indication how much he must have been revered for his musical skills. It happens that the education he had received at the Pharaonic court included instruction in cultic matters which gave him the necessary skills in compositional techniques and the various genres of music.

**The Sound of Music**

We might ask ourselves what this music must have sounded like and whether we have any clues as to how it was composed, performed, and transmitted. There are, indeed, indicators that the scale used by the ancient Israelites was our modern diatonic scale made up of...
seven pitches (the heptachord), rather than the pentatonic scale prominent today in the Middle East. Evidence for this has come to light by way of ancient Ugaritic tablets that contain treatises which explain the way harps were being tuned in those times. This is corroborated by the mention, in some of the Psalm superscripts, of “playing in octaves” (al-haššemīt, Ps 6:1, Heb.; Eng., in superscript). The way the music sounded would probably not have been strange to our ears.

The compositional process in biblical times was similar to what we still find today in Middle Eastern or oriental regions, namely, based on the principle of centonization and improvisation. These techniques consist in a set repertory of short melodic formulas like the Arabic maqṣūm or the Indian ragas, which are then combined, through improvisation and according to strict and complex artistic rules, into a musical composition. We find an indicator of this procedure in a number of songs in the Scriptures signals to indicate mainly the contour of the melody. Such a technique was very prominent in all of the Ancient Near East and had also been in use in the Western world into the Middle Ages, especially in the context of plainchant. During the tenth century C.E., at about the same time Western notation was starting to appear, this method of oral transmission was progressively replaced by written accent signs added above the Hebrew text by the Masoretes. A small number of accents, however, can be traced back to as early as the time of Ezra. A scriptural indication of this technique can be found in the expression al yad David (1 Chr 25:6) which means literally “at the hand of David” and is generally translated as “under the supervision of the king” (NIV).

The biblical text presents us with several different genres of music and music-making. In the earlier stages of the history of Israel, we find many collective acclamations where groups of people shout their allegiance by uttering short expressions such as “For the Lord and for Gideon” (Judg 7:20). Later in the history of Israel, as a written body of literature and songs emerges, the singing was done in several ways, mainly dictated by the poetic form of the texts. The literary parallelism prominent in the Psalms suggests antiphonal performance wherein two groups of singers respond to each other in alternating fashion. This was a characteristic performance practice in the Ancient Near East, since we find the same genre mentioned for the singing around the golden calf, following the Egyptian custom (Exod 32:18). Responsorial singing is also attested in the Psalms. Here, a leader sings the main part of the song, and groups of people respond with short responses, such as Hallelujah. Amen (Pss 146-150), or as in Psalm 136, with a whole refrain: “His love endures forever” (see also Pss 42:5, 11; 43:5; compare 46:7, 11; 57:5, 11; 67:3, 5; 107:8, 15, 21, 31). Singing was accompanied most of the time by the sound of instruments, particularly harps and lyres that are characterized by their subdued and intimate sound. In more informal settings, such as processions, the moment would be heightened by the addition of tambourines and dancing.

The examples of music-making that we have encountered so
far demonstrate different ways music was used for the enjoyment of men and women. But the Scriptures indicate that music was to play an even more important role in the life of the Israelites. As we look at the biblical account of music, we notice that the most lavish and most elaborate musical events are done in His honor. The essential focus of music-making centers around God; it becomes music for adoration.

Music for God

As Israel changes into a sedentary nation, institutions start developing, the most important among them the establishment of a permanent sanctuary. At about the same time, a body of poetic and musical liturgical materials is being put together, an activity that would, ultimately, bring about a full-fledged academy of music.

The creation of this body of liturgical literature had already started before the building of the temple, and was partly in place at the time the ark was brought to Jerusalem (1 Chr 15). Textual evidence points to the fact that these songs were a product of the schools of the prophets. In 1 Chr 15:17, 19 and 16:4-6, 41, 42, we learn that the three head musicians, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun (Éthan) are appointed by David for the service of music. As we encounter them again, and their sons, on the occasion of the dedication of Solomon’s temple (2 Chr 5:12, 13), their tasks are introduced in terms of “ministry of prophesying accompanied by harps, lyres and cymbals” (1 Chr 25:1). In doing so, the text makes direct reference to the schools of the prophets that were started by Samuel. As a matter of fact, we read in 1 Sam 10:5 that it was customary for those students to gather in “a procession of prophets coming down from the high place with lyres, tambourines, flutes (hāli‘ēm), and harps being played before them, and they will be prophesying.” First Chronicles 25 thus creates a bridge between the musical and liturgical activities that were part of the schools of the prophets, and the musical service in the temple. It appears, then, that the great musician leaders of the temple, David, Asaph, Heman, Ethan, had been trained in the art of poetry and music during their studies at the schools of the prophets. And, indeed, it is their names that we encounter in the titles of the Psalms as the main authors of the Psalms.

Music in the temple was not left to chance happening. The solemnity of the place and the occasions is reflected in the care and attention that was given to the organization of music in the temple of Jerusalem.

Several passages in 1 Chronicles indeed draw an impressive picture of this organization. 4000 individuals were part of this academy (23:5). 288 of whom were professionals (25:7) taking turns in the temple service. We hear about “young and old, teacher as well as student, all of them trained and skilled in music for the Lord.” The musicians were grouped into several guilds, according to their specialty: “saph was named the chief musician; Heman was in charge of the trumpet players (16:42); and Jeduthun (Éthan) was head of the harp and lyre players (25:3); Kenaniah was supervising the singers (15:22). All three leaders used cymbals to signal various activities or changes in activity, and were “under the supervision of the king” David (25:6), who had distinguished himself as composer, author, performer, and instrument builder. According to the Talmud, the training took place until the musicians reached the age of 25 or 30; then they were professionally active until the age of 50. Other duties included the building and maintenance of the instruments. Specific chambers in the temple accommodated the instruments and the garments, and served also as lodging for those Levite musicians who “were responsible for the work day and night” (9:33). Their duty consisted in “ministering regularly,” first at the ark, then at the altar, “according to each day’s requirements” (16:37). The main purpose for temple musicians, then, was to sing Psalms to accompany the daily sacrifices, and to produce music for the other special days and festivals.

As one thinks about it, the idea of accompanying the act of a sacrifice by music can strike one as quite unusual and incon-
gruous. The sacrifice in itself is an act of violence and death bringing about a visually and emotionally difficult experience. And yet, God does not hesitate to add an element of beauty and emotion which transforms and transcends the originally painful experience. As the sacrifice is performed and the Levites sing about the love, mercy, and faithfulness of God, the music intensifies the experience and drives the understanding deep into the heart of the Israelites. A similar situation can be observed as God decides to teach Israel the law through song and instrumental music (Deut 31:19-32:1-47). While for us the law comes across as something dry and technical, God in His wisdom and love draped it in the beauty of song and provided Israel with an affective means to love and remember it (cf. Psalm 19:7-10). It appears as though the “objective” character of the sacrifices or the law needed to be combined with the affective and subjective character of the human experience in order to create a holistic experience. The Psalms themselves are a good illustration of this combination: as they speak of creation, history, law, prophecy, judgment, etc., they do so in subjective terms of poetry and emotions.

This element of beauty was also present in out-of-doors events. As the ark was brought to Jerusalem, it was with a grandiose procession including singers, followed by the instrumentalists playing their harps and lyres, by trumpet players, and accompanied by the sound of cymbals and the ram’s horn. Dressed in fine linen, they sang joyful songs to the sound of musical instruments (1 Chr 15:16, 28) and were accompanied by shouts and acclamations of the people. Later, at the dedication of Solomon’s temple, the celebration again includes scores of musicians (2 Chr 5:12-13; 7:2-6): “All the Levites who were musicians . . . , playing cymbals, harps and lyres . . . were accompanied by 120 priests sounding trumpets. The trumpeters and singers joined in unison, as with one voice” in thanksgiving to the Lord (Neh 12:27-40).

The mere fact of how sacred music was organized in ancient Israel already yields an impressive picture. It is clear from these illustrations that music played a leading role in these great national celebrations and was not considered merely as an accessory to adoration. But as we turn our attention to the motivations of the performers and the philosophy that lay behind their music-making, we find ourselves at the heart of biblical music.

The purpose of these splendid manifestations was not to convey a worldly picture of wealth and power. On the contrary, they grew out of a desire to honor and acknowledge God’s greatness and supremacy. As we take a closer look at the motivations that accompanied the preparation and performance of the temple service, we come across meaningful insights as to the purpose of music-making in the Bible.

The most striking and central idea is that music is a God-centered activity. This becomes clear not only by looking at specific expressions from the Psalms which are at the core of liturgical literature, but also from performance practices in the Temple itself.

Time and again, the Psalms put the accent on the fact that music is not performed for the pleasure and entertainment of the musician or the audience, but rather as an homage directed toward God. The raison d’être of the musician in the Bible is to speak about God and to make

We find many parallel and similar patterns in the musical practices in the temple and in the contemporary practices in surrounding cultures.

(2 Chr 5:12-13) sounding Psalm 136, “He is good; His love endures forever.” The festivities were to last two full weeks. A similar celebration, as spectacular as the previous ones, will take place later again, at the return from exile, to “celebrate joyfully” the dedication of the newly built wall of Jerusalem (Neh 12:27). Two large choirs were to proceed on top of the wall, in opposite directions. The first choir was led by Ezra followed by the leaders of Judah; then came the priests with trumpets and the instrumental musicians. The second choir was followed by Nehemiah and half of the people. As the two choirs met at the Gate of the Guard, they joined their voices
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music toward God: “I will praise you, O Lord, with all my heart; I will tell of all Your wonders. I will be glad and rejoice in You; I will sing praise to Your name, O Most High” (Pss 9:1-2; 27:6; 30:4; 81:1; 98:1; 105:1-3; etc.). Music-making here is theocentric, doxological, entirely focused on God. The same principle can be verified in the book of Revelation where the creatures circle around God’s throne to worship Him and sing to Him: “Then I looked and heard the voice of many angels, numbering thousands upon thousands, and ten thousand times then thousand. They encircled the throne and the living creatures and the elders. In a loud voice they sang: Worthy is the Lamb” (Rev 5:11-12; cf. 7:9-10; etc.).

This focus on God as the Receiver of music was expressed by the Temple musicians even in the way the musicians were placed. The Bible and the Talmud give us a detailed description of how the musicians performed as they ministered at the altar. While, today, the musicians often face the congregation in a gesture as if they were playing and singing to them, at the time of the Temple, the musicians were turned away from the congregation, facing each other from both sides of the altar: the Levites with the harps and lyres stood on the east side of the altar (2 Chr 5:12), and the priests with their trumpets faced them from the other side of the altar. As the sacrifices were performed, they sounded their music towards the offering, thus giving glory and honor exclusively to God.6

But the biblical musician is not satisfied with simply directing his music toward God. He also wants to make sure that his music pleases God: “May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be pleasing in Your sight, O Lord, my Rock and my Redeemer” (Ps 19:14; see also Ps 104:33-34; and Rom 12:1 in the New Testament). What we see happening here is not a concern to please or entertain the audience or oneself, but rather an intentional effort to produce music that is worthy of the One to whom it is addressed.

This concern can be verified in a number of attributes that characterize music-making in the Bible. The choice of the temple musicians, the Levites, already indicates the importance of the function. It was because the Levites had distinguished themselves by their faithfulness at the time of the adoration of the golden calf at Mount Sinai, that they had been set apart for various services of the temple, including music (Exod 32:29).

Making music to the Lord required skillfulness (Ps 33:3); the leaders of the different musical ensembles of the temple were chosen on the basis of their knowledge of the art: “Kenaniah the head Levite was in charge of the singing; that was his responsibility because he was skillful at it” (1 Chr 15:22). As we go back to the time of the building of the tabernacle, we notice that this qualification was a condition for any artisan of the tabernacle. Not only were they filled with the Spirit of God, they also were “filled . . . with skill, ability and knowledge” (Exod 35:31). It is interesting to notice that this passage (Exod 35:31-36:2) which speaks about Bezalel and Oholiab, the head artisans/artists at the tabernacle, uses the word “skill” five times as if to underline that, when we deal with matters that pertain to the house of God, in addition to the Spirit there also needs to be ability, skill, and knowledge.

In a similar way, the head musicians of the temple were in charge of teaching others in the art of music. In doing so, they demonstrated their concern for quality and things well done. Talent alone was not sufficient; it needed to be developed, sharpened, and brought to artistic maturity. First Chronicles 25:6, 7 speaks about the leaders who were under the “instruction” (al yad) of David, “all of them trained and skilled in music for the Lord.” Music for
the Lord, in order to please the Lord, had to be prepared and performed in such a way that it would be “worthy” of Him.

It appears that the Bible does not present us with a list of music that would be either “good” or “bad.” Also, we can see the same instruments (harp and lyres, e.g.) being used for sacred purposes as well as for occasions that were reprobated by the prophets. Indeed, the text rather dwells on matters of direction and purpose in music-making, associating it with the beautiful, and giving us clear instructions on how to use it. Once this point is made, and we understand the biblical model of music as being performed for God and pleasing to God, the question of “good” or “bad” music becomes obsolete. The why takes care of the what and how. The same will happen on the level of our quest with regard to styles. Is there any evidence that there was a particular style used for temple music, untouched by the surrounding cultures? Was there only one single style of music that was presented as proper for the temple service?

As we observe the musical practices in the temple and compare them to contemporary practices in surrounding cultures, we find many parallel and similar patterns. We noticed earlier the absence of tambourines in the Jewish temple, but, on the contrary, the prominence of the place of lyres and harps. These two instruments, indeed, were also present in the pagan temples of the same period, while tambourines were also absent from these pagan places of worship. This seems to indicate that there were generally accepted standards for liturgical instrumentation for a whole region and/or time period. Another parallel between liturgical practices can be found in the use of cymbals for signaling musical events, by both the Jewish temple musicians and Canaanite cultic musicians. This case, in fact, illustrates a key principle in the Bible that one should never lose sight of. In order to avoid the danger of syncretism, existing concepts or symbols often underwent transformation and reinterpretation of meaning. In our case it is noticeable that the term tselselim, used to designate the cymbals in earlier texts (2 Sam 6:5), was traditionally associated with the pagan orgiastic Canaanite cult. In later texts (1 Chr 13:8) these cymbals are designated by a different word, metsilayim, probably to avoid any connotation with pagan practices.

What we learn from this, then, is the concern of the biblical writer to keep a liturgical situation clear of any ambiguity. While we do notice the use of similar instruments and musical practices in both pagan and Israelite worship, care is taken to change the meaning and symbolism of a given instrument or practice when the context changes and when there is a danger of syncretism or ambiguity of meaning. While Israel uses the cultural patterns of the surrounding nations, it may reinterpret the meaning of certain elements of it, steeped in the concern of appropriate music-making.

Music in the Bible was not a static phenomenon. We do observe changes that happened through time. For instance, the instruments of the first temple are listed as the lyre, harp, cymbal, and trumpet. Documents describing the second temple service, however, mention also the flute and the tambourine among its instruments. In a similar fashion, as we move to the New Testament and observe the musical practices of the apostolic church, we notice that in addition to the “old” genres of music, the Psalms and Canticles, a “new” genre was also introduced, namely, the hymn (see Eph 5:19). What we observe here is a very normal phenomenon that can be verified time and again in the history of sacred music: a new experience calls for a new expression. In this case, the new experience was brought about by the person and ministry of Christ. Indeed, in his message to the Emperor Trajan (around 111 C.E.), the historian Pliny the Younger directly associates hymn-singing with Christ: “They usually met before light on an appointed day to utter in turn songs to Christ as to a god.”

The “sound of sacred music” in the Bible comes definitely
with the connotation of being set apart. This can be seen in the choice of the musicians, the way the music was performed, or the absence of certain instruments from the Temple service. All these facts convey the idea that there was a selective process at work. It also transpires through the way the liturgical texts were delivered, namely, by chanting rather than just being spoken, a common practice of the ancient world. A “special” language was needed to transcend the ordinary.

Music in the Bible certainly was perceived as a gift received from God that was to be returned to Him with awe, that is, performed with awe and respect, as an offering pleasing to God. It was not art for art’s sake, but art for God. To the biblical musician, the highest attainment of his/her art consisted in singing and playing to the Lord as an offering of oneself, acceptable to Him. Psalm 137, which relates the story of the Hebrew musicians taken into exile, illustrates this attitude in a very vivid manner and at the same time summarizes the biblical view of music: “By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered Zion. There on the poplars we hung our harps, for there our captor asked us for songs. . . . How can we sing the songs of the Lord while in a foreign land? If I forget you, O Jerusalem, may my right hand forget its skill. May my tongue cling to the roof of my mouth if I do not remember you, if I do not consider Jerusalem my highest joy” (Ps 137:1-6).

1See Flavius Josephus, Antiquities 1.2.2.
3See b. Talmud Ber. 62a.
4See b. Talmud Middoth. ch. 11, Mishnah 6.
5Out-of-doors events also include the tambourine (1 Chr 13:8) which is never encountered within the Temple.

6There were, though, also moments where the musicians would face the congregation, e.g., at the occasion of the Feast of the Tabernacles, which was conducted within the women’s court of the Temple and consisted in great rejoicing by the people in general. At that occasion, the Levite singers would stand on top of the great stairs that led into the women’s court and move down a step each time they sang one of the 15 “songs of ascent” (Pss 120-134); cf. Mishna Sabbath 5:4.

7The cymbals were considered ceremonial cultic instruments and only male Levites would use them (1 Chr 16:5; 15:19, 28; 28:10; 42:2; 2 Chr 5:12, 13; 29:25; Ezra 3:10). Compare Joachim Braun, Music in Ancient Israel/Palestine: Archaeological, Written, and Comparative Sources, transl. by Douglas W. Stott (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), p. 20.
8See Braun, p. 107.
9See, e.g., the renewal of music by Luther, John Wesley, William Booth, etc., each one accompanied by a new repertoire and new styles of music.

Talmudic Wisdom

Rabbi Judah said: “In our days the harp had seven strings, as the Psalmist wrote: ‘By seven daily did I praise Thee.’ In the days of the Messiah the harp will have eight, as it is said: ‘On the eighth’ (Psalm 6:1). In the World-to-Come the harp will have ten strings, as it is written: ‘With the harp of ten strings sing unto Him’ (Psalm 33:2).”

(Pesikta Rabbati, 21:1)